
Dear Polly, 
You have explained in depth all the mathematical practices except #7 and #8.  As the 
spring in my step has returned, I am ready to tackle these last two and to be honest, 
they seem to be the more confusing practices.  So, please help me to understand the 
purpose of #7 "structure in math" and what a student would have to do in order to be 
proficient.  
Sincerely, 
Spring in my Step 
 
 
 

Dear Spring in my Step, 
Looking at the title of the mathematical practice #7, Look for and make use of structure, 
does not on the surface provide a deep understanding of this standard.  However, this 
standard focuses on understanding the structure of mathematics.  When people see 
structure in math, they understand the predictability and find that math makes sense.   
 

In everyday situations we use structure, patterns and properties, to understand our daily 
tasks.  As we add our monthly bills, we don’t worry about the order in which we add 
them because we understand the way math works (math properties).  We know that the 
order in which the numbers are added will never change the total.  We also look for 
patterns to understand rising prices or stock market changes.  We break apart numbers 
as needed to perform tasks (e.g. when we can’t find the ¾ measuring cup).  We apply 
what we know about the structure of math – its patterns and properties  - as we use 
math each day.   
 
 

If our students understand the structure of mathematics, they will find that math makes 
sense.  Our students need to be proficient in the following ways: 
    See the flexibility of numbers:  numbers can be composed and decomposed  
    Understand properties: commutative, associative, distributive, and identity  
    Recognize patterns and functions: identifying patterns in our number system from 
the hundreds charts to decimals and fractions; using function tables to recognize 
patterns. 
 
I have also attached a document breaking these elements down explaining simple ways 
that you, as the teacher, can focus on developing this standard.   As always, please 
contact your math coach for additional ideas or suggestions. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
Polly 
 


